
We have trained over 25000+ Students across 
Tamilnadu through our classroom and online 
training modules and that gives us an 
understanding of student needs and allows us to 
create training programs that engage young 
aspiring bankers.

Our Placement Network comprises over 25+ Private
Banks and Financial Companies and is constantly
expanding. Empowered by our powerful Corporate
Connect program, we connect the dots to make
sure our students get best available career
opportunities in BFS Sector.

The banking sector has always been an 
attractive option to aspirants from all 
backgrounds. This has never been truer 
than it is today. It offers a lot in the way of 
job security and pay. But these are not the 
only reasons to prefer jobs in banking.

When you entrust your career to us, we are fully 
aware of the responsibility and the expectations that 
you and your parents have from us. We therefore 
ensure that you are professionally counseled prior to 
admission and during your learning period with us we 
continuously strive to keep our curriculum updated 
and relevant to real life banking environment.

Think Banking Career, Think EDUFLYJOBS

The EDUFLYJOBS is one of the most remarkable 
organizations in the field of Banking 
Recruitments. Through the creative use of 
cutting edge technology and a series of ground 
breaking ideas EDUFLYJOBS has taken over from 
general recruitment services consultancy to a 
trusted and adopted brand in Banking 
Recruitments.
Based on scrupulous research and 
extraordinary connections and networking, 
backed by a professional team of Ex- Bankers, 
HRs, Recruitment Specialists, Techies and 
financial super minds EDUFLYJOBS has achieved 
the trust and recognition in a short span of 
time.

We believe everyone plays a major 
part in making the enterprise world 
better without exception. When a 
workplace is fair, collaborative, and 
reflective of our communities, 
company and businesses will thrive. 
Let's make hiring less complicated
The success or failure of a company 
can hinge on its ability to acquire and 
retain key employees.
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Handsome Salary
Numerous work opportunities
NO LIMIT for promotions
Job Security
Basic Education in field of 
Commerce
Not affected during the recession 
period in the Economy
Back Bone of the Economy
Highly Reputed
Work life Balance
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I have approched Eduflyjobs in 2019 for a Bank job and i 
got placed in ICICI bank operations. And after two years I 
approached them for job change they have supported 
and again placed in kotak mahindra bank as a 
manager. And getting salary of 25k per month. Thank 
you Eduflyjobsfor the endless support.

4.4 starts 4.5 starts 4.7 starts

I was searching for banking job for a long time and I 
found Eduflyjobs and give excellent training and the 
training was given by experience bank staffs. Training 
session was very interactive and i gained more 
knowledge. Taking banking as my career was best 
decision in my life.

 I had completed my training in Eduflyjobs Well-trained 
and excellent bank staffs. I joined their program for bank 
jobs but i gained valuable knowledge too. i got several 
interviews Now, I got the job in HDFC bank. I thankful to 
Eduflyjobs
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Click to 
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https://youtu.be/4rYsYCMyuQE
https://youtu.be/WDlIukE4hHk
https://youtu.be/LlHUR8pDUWA
https://linktr.ee/eduflyjobs

